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Abstract: This paper reports how ICT is used to stimulate advancements in providing advi,:e to students
for choosing suitable courses offered by local Universities. Course advisOlY system or CAS is a Web
based system aims to help students in making decision regarding the courses they should apply by
giving advice base on previous expeJiences. It represents the decision-making process by using an
artificial intelligence technique called case-based reasoning. CAS consists of two mai n modules which
are general module and advisory module. The general module enables users to search for the synopsis
of the courses and provides link to relevant websites, while the advisory module is to generate an
advice for the users. Besides that, there are three external agents involved in CAS; user, case base and
course information database. The user is responsible for entering the problem descripti,)ns and also
getting advice from the system; case base contains previous solved cases; and course infonnation
database contains the synopsis of the courses.
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INTRODUCTION

As both the students (md education providers are facing huge demand of upgrading thei r knowledge
and the respective delivering mechanisms, the need of looking into Ute issue of choming suitable
courses becomes pressing. Decisions will be required on the selection of suitable courses. Students who
are uncertain about the courses often feel a sense of urgency about choosing the course and want to
make the decision as soon as possible. Before making the decision. they should consider th~ir interests,
abilities, values, motivations and realities.

When students decided to pursue their studies, they would have committed themselves to an activity
with a specific goal occupying a specific period of time. Without proper guidance, students may have
problems in managing their futmes to the right path. With the recent advent of the Internet and World
Wide Web, a tool is developed which can provide guidance to students, specifically for tho.>e who have
passed their Sijil Tinggi Pepepariksaan Malaysia (STPM) for choosing suitable courses offered by local
Universities. The aim of the project is to assist students in choosing and applying suitable courses by
depencling on their interests and STPM's reslt. Besides, the project also gives benefits to the
universities where it can be one of the alternatives to provide a better overview of the COLI rses as well
as to promote the courses offered by the universities.

Previous Work

Over the years, a lot of research have been done on exploring the potential of case-based reasoning
(CBR) has spark the interest in developing system that has implement case based reasoning as the
problem solving method. CBR has been successfully implemented in many fields sLch as law,
medicine, designing, planning, classification and also diagnostic. Besides that, there are ft~w advisory
systems developed by using CBR. Another Academic Advisor (AAA) is an example of the advisory
system which developed by Binh Viet Nguyen from Ohio University [I]. The objective of the system is
to help human academic advisor in selecting suitable courses for students on probation. AAA works on
the basis of that similar student will have similar academic performance. It makes course
recommendation based on the academic perfonnance of the student in the past and courses that other
similar stlldents has succeeded in. AAA used the nearest-neighbour algorithms when matching for the
most similar case in the case base. Cases in the case base are ranked according to their similarity and
case that has the highest ranking is selected as solution. The lists of courses are divided in to two lists.
The first list contains those courses that are Sllitable for the shldents and have a high percentage in
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